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10. Will I get GSA Fleet tags and credit
cards with my 751 vehicle? Yes. The
vehicles have “G50” tags to identify them as
751 vehicles. You will also receive a Fleet card
for purchasing fuel and authorized repairs.
The card is issued with the understanding that
any unauthorized repair, premium fuel, and
non self-service fuel station use will be billed
to your agency. Any maintenance and repairs
over $100 must be authorized by the
Maintenance Control Center (MCC). 

11. What differences should I be aware
of with 751 vehicles? In case of vehicle
loss or damage, you will be billed the amount
the 751 contractor invoices GSA. With this
exception, there are essentially no differences.

Interested in more information on 
751 vehicles? Contact your Fleet Service
Representative, or our Washington office at:

GSA Fleet (FFF)
Washington, D.C. 20406
Phone: (703) 605-5630
E-mail:  gsafleet@gsa.gov
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1. Can I lease Additional Vehicles and
Light Trucks? You can lease additional
vehicles and light trucks quickly and easily
through GSA Fleet. Contact your GSA Fleet
Service Representative (FSR), and we 
will use commercial vendors from GSA
Schedule 751 to help meet your requests 
for additional vehicles.  

2. What vehicles can I get under
Schedule 751? You can get most types of
light vehicles - for example sedans, passenger
vans, standard pickups, cargo vans and sport
utility vehicles. Most light vehicles listed in the
Federal Vehicle Standards are available on
Schedule 751 and are assigned Standard 
Item Numbers (SINs). See a complete list at
www.gsa.gov/gsafleet.

3. What are the lease terms? Vehicle leases
are 1-, 2- or 3-years.

4. Can I lease a 751 vehicle for less 
than one-year or in non-yearly
increments? No. Lease terms are 1-, 2- or 
3-years. If you turn in your vehicle prior to the
lease-period end, you will be billed the lesser
amount of either the remaining lease payment
or all payments required by the 751 contractor.

5. What will it cost me to lease a 751
vehicle? It depends on your vehicle request.
Your monthly lease cost is directly passed
through by GSA from the low-bid 751
contractor. Rates can be two to three times

higher than regular GSA Fleet rates,
depending on the type of vehicle (SIN),
quantities and location. 

6. What about mileage rates? The mileage
rate is the same as the equivalent GSA Fleet
vehicle. For example, the mileage rate for SIN
20 (minivan) on Schedule 751 is $.125/mile. 
You can get estimated costs at
www.gsa.gov/gsa/fleet.

7. Will I be guaranteed a normal GSA
Fleet vehicle upon completion of my
751 lease agreement? That depends on
available funding. Your FSR will work closely
with you to try to get you GSA Fleet vehicle
when the commercial lease has expired.

8. How does the Schedule 751 ordering
process work? First, you contact your FSR.
The FSR then submits the 751 vehicle
requirements to GSA’s Central Office, which
negotiates pricing and provides contractor
bids. You and GSA sign an MOU. After that,
GSA’s Central Office creates the order and
gives it to a Fleet contracting officer, who
places the order with the contractor. 

9. When will I receive my 751 vehicle
from the contractor? Depending on the
vehicle, it will arrive within 90 to 120-days after
the contractor receives the order. 


